POLICIES FOR UPLAND GAME COMMITTEE

1. Any youth up to age 16 years, disabled youth, elderly or disabled persons are encouraged to make use of this program.

2. Every hunter will be allowed five birds per season with the option to buy more if they choose plus the birds will be cleaned ready to take home with them also a lunch will be provided when appropriate with no cost to the hunter or hunters and backup shooters.

3. Any travel to and from a hunt as well as any overnight stays will be the responsibility of the person or persons doing the hunt.

4. At this time the dogs for the hunts are being provided by the chairman of upland game committee and we discourage hunters from bringing their dogs to use in these hunts.

5. If the person doing a hunt or ride along is unable to assist in the transfer from wheelchair to the vehicle they will be responsible to provide such help as needed to make transfer safe as well as any medications or any other personal care that would be needed that help would have to be provided also.

6. If determined by upland game committee that a person or persons doing a hunt where deemed not safe they would not be allowed to proceed to do a hunt, or if during a hunt someone is deemed not to be safe that hunt would be terminated at that time.

7. Upland Game will never lend, borrow, lease or sell usage of the kubota to any individual, group or organization. This vehicle was purchased for the sole purpose to assist the individuals that this organization provides services for and none other.

Looking forward to many safe and happy hunts your Upland Game Committee
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